
Stephen King Packet

1. Paul Devane analyzed a stamp from this state that led to the identification of one of its residents.
While in this state after returning from an espionage mission, a character finds an Irish Setter in a
storm drain. Another character acquired the nickname “Dragon Lady” while working as a
maternity nurse in this state. After being nearly killed by wolves in a neighboring state, Kojak
makes his way to this state, where he reunites with (*) Glen Bateman. While working in Florida, the
smell of oranges prompts Dick Hallorann to rush back to the town of Sidewinder in this state to rent a
snowmobile. For 10 points, what explosion-prone state contains the Overlook Hotel and the Boulder Free
Zone?
ANSWER: Colorado [if anyone answers “Maine,” give them a flat look]

2. A character in this novel is told “may all your dreams come true” on November 10th before
leaving in a Lear 55. The protagonist of this novel refuses to visit his father-in-law after hearing of
his rectal cancer. A character in this novel offers a Christmas cactus to another character who uses
the handle “ifsogirl.” In this novel, the refrain (*) “Oouuu, you nasty man” is imagined to be spoken
by an anger management doll. The letters “P-E-R” appear in an image of a ship in this novel and are the
beginning of “Persephone” or “Perce” [/pɝsi/, “PUR-SEE”]. A former lawyer’s vision is healed in this
novel by a work titled Wireman Looks West, which is created by a one-armed man in the house Big Pink.
For 10 points, what novel tells of the Minnesotan construction magnate-turned-painter Edgar Freemantle
living on the title Florida island?
Answer: Duma Key

3. This character asks “what’s having sex?” after being given the definition of a whore. Ralph
Roberts mentions that this character’s directions did not help his research in the first chapter of
Insomnia. Near the end of a novel, six people send this character “their power” when a group of
nurses are “hearing but not responding.” An early traumatic memory of a crow prompts this
character’s fear of a large (*) bird, from which he hides in a smokestack. This character chooses the
“neutral ground” of Jade at the Orient for the title event of the chapter “The Reunion.” This last character
to join the Loser’s club calls the rest of them when the killings start again in 1985. For 10 points, name
this It character who works at the Derry Public Library.
ANSWER: Michael “Mike” Hanlon [accept any underlined portion]

4. The protagonist of this story used to sell custom greeting cards and deliver the Clarion. Another
character in this story shares a name with the protagonist of the play that Jack Torrence is writing
in The Shining, leading to fan theories that that play is this story. This story takes place in the
fictional suburb of “Santo Donato,” where the guidance counselor Ed French meets with the
protagonist’s parents and his pretend grandfather (*) Victor. A report card comment made by Mrs.
Upshaw is the source of the title of this story, which is subtitled “Summer of Corruption.” For 10 points,
what second novella in the collection Different Seasons explores the mutual extortion of the teenager
Todd Bowden and an old Nazi war criminal?
ANSWER: Apt Pupil: Summer of Corruption



5. The title of a King novella included in the Legends anthology refers to these creatures. One of
these creatures protects a child from his abductor Sheridan in the story Popsy; that one of these
creatures might be the same one that Richard Dees chases in a short story whose title nominally
refers to a Cessna Skymaster. King co-authored a graphic novel with Scott Snyder titled for an (*)
“American” one of these creatures. These creatures are classified as “Type I” and “Type II” in the Dark
Tower series. In one novel, Mark Petrie and Ben Mears kill several of these creatures after the Marsten
house is purchased by one of these creatures named Kurt Barlow and his familiar Richard Straker. For 10
points, ‘Salem’s Lot tells of what bloodsucking creatures?
ANSWER: vampires

6. The protagonist of a novel by this author abandons her career as a librarian after she inherits a
farmhouse from a distant uncle, who was the protagonist of another of this author’s books told in
flashbacks during a blizzard. In one novel by this author, Sam Styles decides to help “the Mutant”
Deanie Guathier and the Greenspark basketball team to a state championship. This author
completed a book about a girl who solves her father’s murder by speaking with spirits after the
death of its original author (*) Michael McDowell. The fictional town of Nodd’s Ridge, Maine is the
setting of this author’s novels The Trap, Pearl, and One on One. For 10 points, name this author who, for
some reason, has yet to co-write anything with her husband Stephen.
ANSWER: Tabitha Jane King [or Tabitha Jane Spruce; prompt on Tabitha or King; prompt on
descriptions like Stephen King’s wife; obviously, reject “Stephen King”]

7. Description acceptable. After being informed of the coming of this event on a phone call, Laura
asks “won’t that be nice?” This event was preceded by an excursion to the Gates Falls Library to
look for microfilms of The New York Times. A character translates the phrase “Buzz off, Bunky”
and stresses the need “that it all make sense” during this event, which is sparked by the gruesome
deaths of Patricia and (*) Morrie Jacobs in a car accident. Near the end of this event, its central figure
declares there to be a higher power in the fifty thousand degrees of a lightning bolt. For 10 points, in what
fraught speech does the Methodist minister-turned-mad scientist Reverend Jacobs denounce religion?
ANSWER: The Terrible Sermon [accept descriptions of the speech or sermon delivered by Charles
Jacobs in Revival; prompt on partial descriptions with “from what novel?”]

8. A character nicknamed for this color produces a pack of cigarettes with no label that smells sweet
like marijuana. This is the color of a being that causes the pain of the world’s sixth richest man in
King’s short story entry to A Book of Horrors. In another work, Zack Lang from Seattle is known
by a nickname involving this color and professes not to know who the quarterback Jim LaDue is. A
deity is likened to a Koosh ball of this color in a short story adapted into a webcomic titled for this
color. Part 6 of (*) 11/22/63 is titled for a character known by this color, the successor to a “guardian”
character with a card that changed to black from orange and yellow. For 10 points, a serialized novel
about John Coffee on death row is titled for what color “mile?”
ANSWER: green [prompt on ocher with “by what color was that character originally known?”]

9. Chapter 9 of this novel opens with an epigraph introducing a tossup after a bonus to
Northwestern. The third epigraph at the opening of this novel is the Bob Dylan quote “the pump
don’t work / cause the vandals took the handle.” Other epigraphs in this novel include famous lines



from Let’s Make a Deal and Jeopardy!, and this novel’s final epigraph is an in-world quote from The
(*) Major. Perhaps the most chilling epigraph in this novel quotes Chuck Barris’s suggestion that the
ultimate game show would be one where losing contestants are killed. For 10 points, name this second
Bachman book in which Ray Garraty is one of a hundred boys competing for “The Prize” in a televised
death march.
ANSWER: The Long Walk

10. When first meeting this character, a protagonist recalls Uncle Tommy’s advice to never refuse a
handshake. That introduction sees this character whacking herd animals and telling them to get
away from the protagonist. In a chapter titled for this character going to the movies, he struggles to
hitchhike due to the sounds of the cars. After his friend is kidnapped and this character is put in (*)
“The Box,” he brutally murders several students at the Sunlight Home, a boys’ school run by Robert
Gardner, the twinner of Osmond. This character often shouts his own name before saying the catchphrase
“Right here and now!” For 10 points, name this lycanthropic companion of Jack Sawyer in The Talisman.
ANSWER: Wolf

11. Curt Siodmak’s novel Donovan’s Brain inspired a work in this form that erroneously depicts the
character Shratt limping and features twenty-four asterisks. A dead girl lies on a hopscotch grid in
a work in this form entitled Harrison State Park, ‘68. Raging Angels is a collection of works in this
form by James Gardener in The Tommyknockers. In another novel, Tommy tells Carrie that he went
to the prom with her because she liked his work in this form. King walks his son Owen to school in
one of his own works in this form, which also include (*) Brooklyn August and The Bone Church. For
10 points, name this literary form whose practitioners admired by Stephen King include James Dickey
and Philip Larkin.
ANSWER: poetry [or poem or other word forms; accept specific types of poems]

12. This place is analogized to “climbing the stairs” and contrasted with Doors Number One, Two,
and Three. This location is associated with the phrase “a man grows what he can, and he tends it.”
This location was inspired by a real one encountered when King was renting a house to teach a
course based on lecture notes that would eventually become Danse Macabre. A protagonist recalls
how “the nightmare really began” when Victor Pascow mentioned this location. It’s not from The
Shining, but an adaptation’s omission of the (*) Wendigo explanation for the darkness of this place
plays harmfully into the “Indian burial ground” trope. Smucky, Trixie, and Spot are located here. For 10
points, Jud Crandall tells Louis Creed to bury his cat Church in what misspelled location?
ANSWER: the Pet Sematary [accept descriptions of the pet cemetery in Pet Sematary, or of the
Mi’kmaq burial ground behind the cemetery (I’m considering these as one location)]

13. The truth about one of these things in Shed B is kept hidden from “John Q. Public;” that one of
these things is the subject of stories told to Ned Wilcox by the members of Troop D. Will Darnell is
the churlish owner of the place to which Arnie brings his newly acquired one of these things. King
novels about these things are set in Statler and Libertyville, both in Western Pennsylvania; one of
those novels is named for a (*) Bob Dylan song titled for these things with a number changed. After the
death of her daughter in one of these things, a character committed suicide by carbon monoxide



poisoning. For 10 points, name these vehicles, supernatural examples of which feature in Christine and
From a Buick 8.
ANSWER: cars [or equivalents; accept Buick Roadmaster before read or other types of cars]

14. The protagonist of this novel remembers a hot August day in Nashville after waking from a
dream featuring the words “Pillsbury’s best flour” printed repeatedly on cloth. This novel’s
opening paragraph describes an article half about the pronunciation of a character’s name and half
about a roast beef recipe. Due to its personal nature of having been inspired by a bout of (*)
pneumonia, King has identified this novel as his favorite that he has written. Every chapter of this novel is
named in the form “[the title character] and [something else],” followed by a parenthetical, including an
early excerpt named for “the Madman.” For 10 points, name this novel about the eponymous widow
grieving the death of her novelist husband Scott Landon.
ANSWER: Lisey’s Story [pronounced /lisi/ or “LEE-see”]

15. According to one narrator, this activity “was done hard in those days.” A boy who died of
cerebral palsy is the namesake of a place dedicated to this activity towards which the Kings donated
$1.2 million. The second- and third-to-last entries in Nightmares & Dreamscapes focus on this
activity. The first of those is a non-fiction essay concerning Owen King’s participation in this
activity and is titled “Head Down.” This activity is contrasted with Virtual Bowling in a novella
presented as a frame story narrated to King himself, who is researching a short-lived participant in
this activity named (*) William Blakely. During this activity, “Old Swampy” would turn orange from
road closure signs. For 10 points, the novella Blockade Billy details a season of the titular catcher in what
national pastime?
ANSWER: baseball [accept more specific answers like Major/Minor League Baseball]

16. A camping location near “some stream,” a school named for a freed slave, and whoopee
cushions are all said to be in this place. In an epilogue titled “Notes from [this place],” letters
describing a flashpoint in South Africa are interspersed with a graveyard visit and testimony from
a Senate committee. This place comes into being after a protagonist repeatedly wins the carnival
game (*) “wheel of fortune” with his girlfriend Sarah. This place names a book featuring a vision of New
Hampshire representative Greg Stillson becoming President and starting a global nuclear war, one of
several visions the protagonist has after this place is created during a car accident and subsequent coma.
For 10 points, name this damaged region of Johnny Smith’s brain that enables his precognition in a 1979
novel titled for it.
ANSWER: the Dead Zone [prompt on descriptions before the last sentence]

17. The reply “No. [smiley face]” is given after requesting to meet a character for his possession of
this attribute. After noting a sugar craving, Nicky identifies himself as positive for this attribute.
Due to a boy’s possession of this attribute, he fails a task and is slapped by Priscilla. George Iles and
Iris Stanhope are introduced as possessing this ability. Because “such things happen” when a
character is upset, Eileen and Herb don’t notice this ability when their son exhibits it while eating
(*) Rocket pizza. That “smart kid” Luke Ellis is abducted for his possession of this more common of two
abilities studied at The Institute. For 10 points, what ability does the title character use to destroy the town
of Chamberlain in King’s first novel, Carrie, which is often paired with TP?



ANSWER: TK [or telekinesis or psychokinesis; prompt on general descriptors like supernatural or
psionic; reject “TP” or “telepathy”]

18. The “Rain in Spain” rhyme recited in ‘Salem’s Lot reappears in this novel. A character in this
novel is advised to “come up here and hide under your quilts” when an urge comes. A mule bought
in Pricetown in this novel is still fresh in Tull. Biblically-named flashback characters in this novel
include Abel and Cort. The setting of this novel is described as “white and blinding” and the
“apotheosis of all (*) deserts” in its opening lines. This novel’s five chapters were originally short stories
published in The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, and include “The Way Station” and two named
after the eponymous character, Roland of Gilead. For 10 points, name this first book of the Dark Tower
series.
ANSWER: The Dark Tower: The Gunslinger [accept The Dark Tower Book I or equivalent before the
giveaway.]

19. This character is first mentioned as being “undoubtedly dragged along” in the course of
following the money. A section dated July 22nd through July 24th is titled for this character, who
also names a series of reports, the first of which concerns the Maitland family and a van. This
character’s mother, Aunt Charlotte, related how this character had a (*) panic attack after waking up
in Sugar Heights. An upcoming novel about this character is to be set during the coronavirus pandemic. In
one appearance, this character’s adventures in Pinesborough township are framed as a report delivered to
Ralph Anderson; that story about this character is the title novella of the collection If It Bleeds. For 10
points, name this criminal and supernatural investigator with OCD from The Outsider and the Bill Hodges
trilogy.
ANSWER: Holly Gibney [accept either underlined portion]

20. A character with a “going-in-six-directions-at-once smile” lives in this town. Despite holding an
office for eight years, a character from this town claims to be “new” through at least 2000. A
reference to a newspaper headline of the protagonist’s conviction suggests that the narrator of Rita
Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption was from this town. The Trentons moved to this town
from New York City. A persona from Luddow is investigated by this town’s (*) Sheriff, Alan
Pangborn. Evidence places this town around 40 miles from Portland, perhaps near its inspiration of King’s
hometown of Durham, which explains its being used even more commonly than Derry or Jerusalem’s Lot.
For 10 points, name this fictional Maine town, the setting of The Dark Half and Cujo, and namesake of a
King-inspired Hulu series.
ANSWER: Castle Rock, Maine


